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America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

Is America, the most dominant and influential nation of the end times, really not found in Bible prophecy as most Christians believe? If 
that doesn’t sound right to you, then you are not alone. Revelation and Jeremiah talk about a dominant end time power named 

“Mystery Babylon the Great” which stands in the way of evil but at the same time is so wicked itself that God judges her before the rest 
of the world. Sadly, there is no better plain literal fulfillment of Babylon than America today. Except...how can God judge a nation who 
does so much good and not judge so many arguably worse nations like China or Iran? How can Babylon be a nation when it says it’s a 
“city?” Where is the blood of slain prophets “found in her?” These common objections and more are answered...plus why you do not

need to fear being trapped in America when she is burned.

By Tim McHyde 

If you ask most Christians where America is in end times Bible prophecy, they will either say that they have no idea or that they were 
taught that America is not there. When you think about it, this is a reasonable position since the Bible only talks about cities and nations 

in the Middle East such as Damascus, Nineveh, Egypt and Babylon. How could the prophets possibly be talking about some Western 
nation when they constantly use names of places we already know of in the Middle East? 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

Babylon = Babylon. “Mystery” Babylon = ?

For example, Babylon is Babylon, still in Iraq to this day. However, what if such a familiar place were embellished in a prophecy with a 
modifier to subtly clue you in that it was not really literally that place? Further, what if the prophecy went on to describe distinct 
characteristics of this place that did not match the biblical location under the same base name? Of course, what I have in mind when I 
say all this is this prophecy: 

Revelation 17:5 (KJV) — And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND 
ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. 

Revelation 17:5 (HCSB) — On her forehead a cryptic name was written: BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF PROSTITUTES AND OF 
THE VILE THINGS OF THE EARTH. 

Babylon is Babylon, but what about “mystery Babylon” (KJV)? Or as modern versions render it, “a cryptic name...Babylon the Great?” 
Mystery/cryptic Babylon must refer to something else or there is no mystery. Further, how can you reasonably describe Babylon, Iraq 
today as “great,” especially after Iraq has been defeated twice in recent decades by the American-led coalition and occupied by the 
same? 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

60 Characteristics of Mystery Babylon

That Mystery Babylon does not refer to Iraq is borne out very well when you look at all the details found in Revelation 17-18 and the 
parallel prophecies such as Jeremiah 50-51. There are dozens and dozens of details about Mystery Babylon found in those chapters. 
Thankfully, a researcher by the name of Rick Coombes has put together a book of his research on these prophecies, called America the 
Babylon. (If you want a brief summary of the points in his book, see his "60 reasons" article. You can also watch a video presentation of 
America the Babylon.) 

Just a little of the evidence he presents is enough to rule out all of the commonly believed interpretations of Mystery Babylon like Iraq, 
Rome, the Vatican, Jerusalem. For example, the prophecies indicate that Mystery Babylon is a major port city with a deep sea water 
port: 

Revelation 18:17-19 (HCSB) — 17 for in a single hour such fabulous wealth was destroyed! And every shipmaster, seafarer, the sailors, 
and all who do business by sea, stood far off 18 as they watched the smoke from her burning and kept crying out: “Who is like the great 
city?” 19 They threw dust on their heads and kept crying out, weeping, and mourning: Woe, woe, the great city, where all those who 
have ships on the sea became rich from her wealth, for in a single hour she was destroyed. 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

Coombe's book explains this passage: 

This passage tells us that merchant ships are standing off the shoreline of Babylon. These ships have either just unloaded in the port city 
of Mystery Babylon, or are waiting to dock when the fiery judgment hits. These ship captains, crew and passengers are witnesses to the 
destruction. Question? Why would these folks be standing on deck of merchant ships unless there were Port facilities in this city? 
Answer. The city is a port city. In this day and age, especially by virtue of the list of commodities that are traded in "mystery Babylon"… 
see Revelation 18:11-13… one thing can be noted… this city, to have this kind of merchandise coming in by ships…must be a DEEP 
WATER SEAPORT CITY. Why? For ships of today to bring such merchandise requires the ships to be large commercial freighters. These 
ships require deep-water port facilities to dock and unload/load. They must have a harbor with large depths. Now here is the problem 
for the "Rome = Babylon" theorists. Rome is NOT a deep water seaport, period!!! Ancient Rome, we are told must be the only literal 
interpretation. However, Ancient Rome was not a Seaport either. Rome is landlocked. 

Although Rome is indicated by Coombes, his argument would also apply to the Vatican (inside Rome), Jerusalem, and Babylon, Iraq. All 
are without sea ports and do not fit the description of Mystery Babylon the Great as a great commercial center accessible from the sea 
by ships. 

Other famous candidate cities that may be port cities like Dubai are still ruled out by the details of Mystery Babylon's great military and 
financial power over all the kings of the earth (Rev 17:18, 9; Rev 18:18). Bear in mind that whoever Babylon is, its sudden 
disappearance is devastating to the world economy to the point that no one buys the merchants' goods anymore (Rev 18:11). 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

Common Objections

The information about Mystery Babylon is exhaustive. However, because the prophecy is so long and complicated, it is easy to find a 
verse that does not make sense or seem to fit America at first glance. Here are the most common objections that people seem to raise: 

Objection 1 — “Babylon Is a Religious/Political/Economic System”

Some think that Babylon is a “religious or political or economic system” that we need to “come out of,” such as the Vatican, the
headquarters of the Catholic Church could be seen as. The following verse about what happens after Babylon falls could be used to 
argue that it is more than just a city or nation but must be a global system: 

Revelation 18:11 (HCSB) — The merchants of the earth will also weep and mourn over her, because no one buys their merchandise any 
longer 

Why would no one buy the merchants' goods anymore if it is just America that goes away and not a “global system?” It's not hard to 
explain this. When America is gone, the US dollar will no longer have backing, becoming worthless paper. Keep in mind that the US 
dollar is a main reserve currency of the world. If all these dollars most nations are holding suddenly lost their value overnight, it would 
turn the financial order upside down, causing a panic and a sure global economic collapse. 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

Under those conditions, naturally no one will be buying the luxury goods that the merchants are getting rich on. They will be ruined 
(along with everyone else fighting to survive the ensuing chaos). The global financial collapse will make the Great Recession and Great 
Depression look like the good old days. 

Turning Mystery Babylon into a global system of whatever kind is simply unnecessary to make sense of the prophecy literally. It also 
creates many more problems than it solves. It require you to ignore dozens of plain passages specify a nation from which people will 
physically have to move out of before physical fire falls there. Notice how many times it says this: 

Revelation 18:4 (HCSB) — Then I heard another voice from heaven: Come out of her, My people, so that you will not share in her sins or 
receive any of her plagues. 

Jer 50:5 — They shall ask the way to Zion with their faces thitherward, saying, Come, and let us join ourselves to God in a perpetual 
covenant that shall not be forgotten. 

Jer 50:28 — The voice of them that flee and escape out of the land of Babylon, to declare in Zion the vengeance of God our God, the 
vengeance of his temple. 

Jer 51:6 — Flee out of the midst of Babylon, and deliver every man his soul: be not cut off in her iniquity; for this is the time of God's 
vengeance; he will render unto her a recompence. 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

Jer 51:49-50 — 49 As Babylon hath caused the slain of Israel to fall, so at Babylon shall fall the slain of all the earth. 50 Ye that have 
escaped the sword, go away, stand not still: remember God afar off, and let Jerusalem come into your mind. 

Leaving a global system of any kind does not protect you when fire is falling on the land. Just ask the people who lived in Sodom and 
Gomorrah—which Babylon's destruction is compared to (Jer 50:40). Lot had to physically leave Sodom to be safe from her fiery 
judgment. If Lot had stayed in Sodom to witness to the Sodomites, he would have been a crisp no matter how righteous he was because 
he disobeyed instructions. The righteous will also be physically fleeing Babylon in the future, just as Lot physically fled Sodom. 

Objection 2 — “Babylon Is A City, Not A Nation”

By far the most common objection I hear about America being Babylon comes from a fixation on how it is described as a city by
Revelation no less than seven times. For example, this verse calls it a city twice: 

Revelation 18:10 (HCSB) — They will stand far off in fear of her torment, saying: Woe, woe, the great city, Babylon, the mighty city! For 
in a single hour your judgment has come. 

How do we answer this? Well, first read another one of the “city” verses and notice what the city has: 

Revelation 17:18 (HCSB) — And the woman you saw is the great city that has an empire over the kings of the earth.” 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

Could a mere city rule the world today without a large, major country behind it? Of course, not. 

As it turns out, other details point to Babylon as a chief city of a “nation” (Jer 50:12) with farmland (Jer 50:16), and other cities (Jer 
50:32; 51:43). 

Then why does Revelation call it a city? It seems to be using a common convention in both ancient and modern times to refer to a
nation by its chief city. The media today often uses Moscow or Washington to refer to Russia or USA, respectively. 

Shouldn't the prophecy refer to Washington, then? Washington may be America's capital, but New York City is America's biggest and 
most important city for commerce, finance, advertising, etc. It is more distinctive. It is not so strange that a prophecy about America 
identifies her by her greatest and most distinctive city. 

Objection 3 — “America Does Too Much Good / Other Nations Are Far Worse”

America is a Christian nation full of churches and Bibles. It sends out more Bibles and missionaries into the world than any other nation. 
It shares it wealth in the form of aid to the world. It hosts the United Nations. With all these good works, how could it be that God is 
going to judge her so harshly? 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

Further, how can this happen when there are so many other nations that by comparison are so much more deserving of God's wrath? 
Look at the dictatorships in the Middle East that have gassed and slaughtered their own people. Or how China represses her citizens 
and encourages the genocide of many girls under the one-child policy. Certainly if God is going to judge America for her sins, he would 
have to judge these nations first, no? 

But that is human reasoning and judgment. God uses different criteria than we do. There is a key principle that guides God's judgment 
which must be considered if we are to understand how America could be judged before all these other nations. Jesus expressed it well: 

Luke 12:47-48 — 47 And that servant, which knew his lord's will, and prepared not himself, neither did according to his will, shall be 
beaten with many stripes. 48 But he that knew not, and did commit things worthy of stripes, shall be beaten with few stripes. For unto 
whomsoever much is given, of him shall be much required: and to whom men have committed much, of him they will ask the more. 

You could call this the principle of accountability. God judges people and nations individually based on their unique situation. He holds 
them accountable for their actions based on what they have been given in wisdom and wealth. This is the only fair way. If a nation 
collectively “knows better” through their rich Christian, Bible-literate heritage but does not act accordingly, then a severer judgment is 
reserved for them than a contemporary nation that does wickedness but has not been given the same advantages. 

In other words, the fact that American has this Christian heritage (leading to most homes having a Bible) is a liability if America as a 
whole does not adhere to the values taught by the legions of Bible teachers found in the land. Russia, China and every other communist 
or Islamic nations keep out the Bible and persecute all Christians that try to proselytize. Israel was similarly held accountable for having 
the oracles of God delivered to her by “angels” and prophets. This is the reason ancient Israel was judged and virtually eradicated from 
remembrance until 1948. 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

Revelation 18 talks about Babylon heavily influencing the rest of the world to sin and live for luxury (Rev 18:3, 9). She deceives them 
into doing this with her “sorcery” (Rev 18:23). It is hard to appreciate how global America's wicked influence is until you live overseas as 
I have. Everywhere you go, American culture is desired and imported. The violent, sexual and immoral themes of American TV, movies, 
music, pornography reached nearly everywhere, even before the Internet America invented which now only made it worse. America is
imitated like no other nation and this brings wrath (Rev 18:3). 

When you consider how much this ugly scenario is the opposite of how a Christian nation should be influencing the world, then you can 
understand why God says he will judge America for her wickedness and depravity. 

Objection 4 — Missing Merchandise: Slaves, Chariots, Ivory, etc.

Another type of objection comes from the list of goods that end time Babylon trades: 

Rev 18:11 — And the merchants of the earth shall weep and mourn over her; for no man buyeth their merchandise any more: 12 The 
merchandise of gold, and silver, and precious stones, and of pearls, and fine linen, and purple, and silk, and scarlet, and all thy wood, 
and all manner vessels of ivory, and all manner vessels of most precious wood, and of brass, and iron, and marble, 13 And cinnamon, 
and odours, and ointments, and frankincense, and wine, and oil, and fine flour, and wheat, and beasts, and sheep, and horses, and 
chariots, and slaves, and souls of men. 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

For the ancient world, this list represents “every luxury the heart could desire” as the New American Commentary characterizes it. But 
when some look at this list of ancient luxuries they have trouble matching it up with modern American goods. You would be hard 
pressed to find a trade in “chariots” today anywhere, but you will find their modern equivalent of automobiles, airplanes, trains and 
even bicycles traded heavily in America. It seems reasonable to concede that the ancient prophets would have no concepts or words for 
such modern inventions and would be given the word chariots and horses to cover modern transportation goods. 

Often it is pointed to that certain products have nothing to do with America or are not made there. For example, America is not known 
for precious woods as, say, Africa is. Many other goods on the list are not common today either. The point to remember here is that it 
does not say that the goods are made in Babylon, but rather that they are imported or traded by her. America is well known as the 
greatest importer and consumer of fine goods in the world. Through the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX), Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange (CME), and other commodities, futures and stock exchanges, America is a leader in the trade and marketing of such goods. 
America does not have to produce the goods listed to fulfill the prophecy, she only has to trade them. 

But some will say that not all the goods listed there are traded. Although there were slaves in the past, that was abolished 150 years 
ago, so it does not describe end time America. Ivory trade is also banned by the US since 1990, so how could that fit America when she 
falls as Babylon? It can fit—if we leave behind our law-abiding mindset for a minute and consider the real world. America, like all 
nations, has modern day slavery. There is human trafficking for sexual exploitation and forced labor, despite the laws against it. If you 
follow the news regularly, you will occasionally read the tales of survivors or those who owned slaves. Similarly, ivory trade may be 
illegal, but there is the black market for this, too, in the US. 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

Objection 5 — How Does America "Sit On Seven Mountains?"

This verse about Babylon causes many to stumble in regards to America: 

Revelation 17:9 (KJV) — And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth.

From this verse almost alone, people claim that Babylon is Rome because Rome is the "city on seven hills." The problem with that is the 
Greek word for hill (buonos) is not used here, but the word commonly translated mountain (oros) is. 

The seven heads of the beast represent seven mountains and also seven kings (Rev. 17:9-10). The woman is Babylon (Rev. 17:5) The
woman (Babylon) sits on the seven mountains or literally reigns over them. What are these mountains? 

In a macro sense, continents are mountains. The earth is full of mountains and canyons under the sea and only the large masses that 
push out of the water are continents. Importantly, there are seven continents to the earth (North and South America, Europe, Africa, 
Asia, Australia, and Antarctica). This mirrors how the woman sits on many waters/nations (Rev 17:1,15) and "reigns over the kings of 
the earth" (Rev 17:18) as the seven continents encompass the entire earth. 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

America's dominant military and financial power gives her a global hegemony or rule through influence and threat of force. The nations 
that dare defy or threaten America get unilaterally invaded or have their funding or resources cut off. The power exerted by the dollar 
is immeasurable. If you doubt America's control of the world that Babylon is said to have, again, it's important to think outside the box 
of the official stories and legal channels and consider what happens that the politicians cover-up. A good book to start with in this 
regard is Confessions of an Economic Hitman. 

Objection 6 — “Slaughtered Prophets and Saints” in America?

The Bible's very last verses on the complete destruction of Babylon are quite profound and perplexing. They speak of what will not be 
found there again (namely any sign of life or human activity) and what will be found instead: 

Revelation 18:23-24 (HCSB) — 23 the light of a lamp will never shine in you again; and the voice of a groom and bride will never be 
heard in you again. ⌊All this will happen⌋ because your merchants were the nobility of the earth, because all the nations were deceived 
by your sorcery, 24 and the blood of prophets and saints, and of all those slaughtered on earth, was found in you. 

Given America's history and reputation as the place of religious freedom and a destination for those (like the Puritans) fleeing religious 
persecution, this verse seems like an epic fail for America as Babylon. Certainly, this objection is the most difficult to explain and 
understand. But it can be handled adequately with the right verse. 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

When speaking to the Pharisees, Jesus set a strange precedent that makes this blood guilt for America possible in God's eyes:

Matthew 23:34-35 (HCSB) — 34 This is why I am sending you prophets, sages, and scribes. Some of them you will kill and crucify, and 
some of them you will flog in your synagogues and hound from town to town. 35 So all the righteous blood shed on the earth will be 
charged to you, from the blood of righteous Abel to the blood of Zechariah, son of Berechiah, whom you murdered between the 
sanctuary and the altar. 

In other words, in the reckoning of God, all that is needed is for one prophet or apostle to be killed in America for the blood of all the 
prophets and saints to be blamed on or found in America. Who can say that has not happened in America's history already or will not 
happen in the future to one of the prophets God must be sending to warn the people to leave the nation (Rev 18:4)? 

Conclusion – Don't Leave Yet and Don't Worry

Despite objections based on misunderstandings of certain passages, the overwhelming evidence best fits America as the dominant end 
time nation of Mystery Babylon the Great. As such, the sad truth is that America will one day be destroyed through fire, probably at the 
hands of enemy nations in the same way that God judged and exiled Israel and Judah. This is an upsetting and even depressing 
realization for most of us, but it is fair according to how God judges those who have been “given much.” 



America the GREAT BABYLON???
Defensive Argument 

The only good news about this prophecy is that we are assured that God plans to call out the righteous before the destruction happens. 
However, I cannot stress enough that nobody needs to leave the USA early, now that they know about America's destruction in 
prophecy and the command in the prophecy to “come out of her.” To do so now would probably be a mistake for most people given
how it is much harder it is for Americans to make a living and get by outside their home country. We must realize that the prophecy of a 
command to flee is not the same as a command to flee for all Bible readers in America. The prophecy does not include how to know
when to flee or where to flee to exactly. However, when the prophecy is being fulfilled, it implies that someone will come to convey 
what that “voice from heaven” in the prophecy says right before the destruction happens. We have such end time prophets and 
messengers of God predicted in several passages (Rev 7:1-8=Rev 14:1-7; Mal 4:5-6). These messengers must tell us all the missing
details at that time, including how to get the help most of us will need in order to accomplish such a disruptive and costly undertaking. 

As I always say, if God could get millions of slaves out of Egypt in the exodus and get them paid back wages in the process, then God's 
poor faithful servants today have nothing to worry about. Just be ready to listen and obey (in faith) when the time comes and you will 
get the help you need. And if you doubt your faith, follow Jesus advice and pray for the strength now to escape all these things then (Lk 
21:36). 

(For more on God's plan to save all his servants from America's destruction and the other events leading up to and including the Great 
Tribulation, see this article or my book.) 

If you liked this article, you will LOVE my book, Know the Future, a comprehensive, literal explanation of end time prophecy read by 
over 21,000 people since 2005. 
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It explains more on prophecy than all this site's articles combined and is up-to-date in its 8th edition, in both softcover and ebook. Note: 
By buying my book you not only bless us both (yourself with understanding and me with support), but you also bless others with the 
new articles you enable me to write. 

Tim McHyde is the founder of EscapeAllTheseThings .com and a blogger on Bible prophecy since 1999. To read more from Tim and not 
miss a single new article, please sign up for his free 





60 Reasons Why Iraq Cannot Be Mystery Babylon 
Characteristics that point to America as the Mystery Babylon

Just who is "Babylon the Great" of Revelation 17-18? Popular answers are the Vatican or Catholic Church, Rome ("the city on seven 
hills"), Jerusalem and Iraq where the literal city Babylon is found. These answers may seem to adequate when you focus on only a few 
verses or traits of Mystery Babylon. However, when you consider all 60 characteristics of Daughter Babylon or Babylon the Great found 
throughout Bible prophecy, only one answer fits the many verses literally without forcing: America the Great. (This article was written 
by the late R. A. Coombes.)

Introduction

Much of this article's material has been adapted from chapter 4 of Volume 2 of "America, The Babylon" but since publication of the 
book in 2002 which featured 57 reasons, this article provides an added 3 new reasons and composed in May of 2006. For more 
information on the 2-Volume work - "America, The Babylon" There are some prophecy "experts" who have proposed the theory that 
Iraq and the ancient archaeological site of Babylon is the location for the "Mystery Babylon" of Prophecy. That theory considers the 
ancient prophecies of Revelation chapters 17 and 18 primarily. Some of those experts also refer to other prophecies of Isaiah 13, 14, 18, 
47, and Jeremiah 50 and 51. The theoretical lines of reasoning revolve around the central notion that the prophecies must be literal and 
applicable only to the ancient location site of Babylon with its current nationality being Iraq. That is the main line of proof for such a 
view. 

The site of ancient Babylon can be the only literal rendering of this prophecy according to those theorists. They proudly claim that they 
are the only, holy LITERAL interpreters of the text. To take the text LITERALLY one must assume then, that ancient Babylon is the 
LITERAL Babylon of the prophecies written by the Old and New Testament authors. Such a view assumes way too much, particularly in 
the translation work. Is it possible that there could be a different and more literal view based on a sharper rendering of the original 
Hebrew and Greek texts? Yes. Why? 



60 Reasons Why Iraq Cannot Be Mystery Babylon 
Characteristics that point to America as the Mystery Babylon

This researcher has done 16 years of extensive research into such theories. The results of my research indicate that the "Iraq is Mystery 
Babylon" theory is incorrect and invalid. Why? It is really very simple. Follow the exact rendering of the original Hebrew and Greek texts 
for themselves and you will find numerous character traits for the future nation of Mystery Babylon. Yes, I did use the term "nation" 
because again, what seems to be merely a city being described is not just a city. Most literally, the prophecies not only refer to a city 
but to cities, PLURAL. Also the prophecies refer to farming and the farmers of Babylon. There are no farms in a city. 

There are numerous character traits listed for this city/state/nation that is referred to as either "Babylon" or "Mystery Babylon". These 
character traits serve as identifying markers that give us the clues as to the identity of such a city/nation. Those traits must all match 
perfectly to one identity. We cannot ignore some and select others. These traits are numerous and 60 of those traits clearly can not be 
identified with Iraq. The following list shows what traits do NOT match up with Iraq. 

The 60 Character Traits of Mystery Babylon

#1. The Jewish Population Issue: Jeremiah 50:8, 25; Jeremiah 51: 6, 45; Isaiah 48:20 and also Revelation 18:4. These are all references 
to Jewish people living in this future "Mystery Babylon" in the ancient Babylon, from the 6th Century BC till well into the early Church 
Age, the majority of the Jewish population lived in ancient Babylon. It was the home to most of the world’s Jews even in the time of 
Christ. Today, the largest population of Jewish people is found in the United States. The next two nations combined, Israel (home to the 
2nd largest Jewish population) and Russia (home to the 3rd largest Jewish population) do not equal the population of Jewish people 
living in America. Iraq on the other hand has only a relative handful of Jews living within its borders. Some estimate the Jewish 
population in Iraq at perhaps 10,000. That is not very many peopl e, particularly in regards to the population of most other nations 
hosting the Jewish remnant. This character trait of being the lead host for Jewry is not indicative that Iraq today fulfill's the prophecies 
of "mystery Babylon." Therefore, this trait alone disqualifies the theory of "Iraq = Mystery" Babylon. 



60 Reasons Why Iraq Cannot Be Mystery Babylon 
Characteristics that point to America as the Mystery Babylon

But, for those who are hard-headed, let us press on with the other 56 reasons why Iraq can NOT be Mystery Babylon based upon a 
literal rendering of the texts. 

#2. The chief city of Mystery Babylon is a "DEEP WATER PORT CITY"!!! Revelation 18: 17-19. This passage tells us that merchant ships 
are standing off the shoreline of Babylon. These ships have either just unloaded in the port city of Mystery Babylon, or are waiting to 
dock when the fiery judgment hits. These ship captains, crew and passengers are witnesses to the destruction. Question: Why would 
these folks be standing on deck of merchant ships unless there were port facilities in this city? Answer: The city is a port city. In this day 
and age, especially by virtue of the list of commodities that are traded in "Mystery Babylon," (see Revelation 18:11-13) there must be at 
least one deepwater port in the nation of Mystery Babylon. One thing can be noted regard to modern day port facitilites. In order for 
Babylon to have the kind of merchandise (described in Revelation 18:11-13) coming by ships then those ships must be going to and
from a DEEP WATER SEA- PORT CITY. Why? For today's ships to bring such merchandise requires them to be large commercial freighters 
with DEEP drawing drafts. These ships require deep-water port facilities to dock and load/unload because their hulls are so deep. They 
are BIG ships. [Note Reason #2 seems to be like our #57 reason, but there are significant differences between them.] 

Now here is the problem for the Iraq=Babylon theorists: Iraq has no deepwater seaport!!! That's right, there is no DEEP Water port 
facility in all of Iraq. During GulfWar2, there were and still are small freighters coming into the little town harbor of Basra. In a recent 
United States CIA publication on Iraq, the CIA noted that a significant problem with sea transport was the lack of deepwater shipping 
facilities. Harbor draft measurements up the mouth of the Euphrates river to Basra are around the eight foot (that's 8 feet) level. That 
makes it hard to even get big fishing boats into the harbor. At best, draft levels further out only range to less than 20 feet. 

There is no way that the typical international commercial freighters could dock in Basra or anywhere else in Iraq's very short shoreline 
because they would easily run aground and become stuck in the shallow, muddy waters. Only small ships carrying small quantities of 
goods can dock in Basra. Those large ore-carrying freighters, or big cargo container ships carrying cars or trucks are simply too big to be 
able to dock at the shallow harbor of Basra or any other little harbor on Iraq's shoreline. Those super-large oil tankers can not get near 
to the small snippet of coastline that Iraq has because it is so shallow. The oil from Iraq is therefore either piped to Jordan, or is piped 
out for miles into the Persian Gulf into the deeper waters where these oil tankers won’t run aground. 
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But that is not all that shoots the Literalists balloon out from underneath them on this issue of deepwater port facilities. 

According to the "Literalists," Ancient Babylon, we are told must be the only literal interpretation. However, ancient Babylon is 400+ 
miles from the Persian Gulf and over 350 miles from Basra. The LITERAL description found in Revelation 18: 17-19 shows these huge 
ships will be within visual distance of the city skyline and will witness her destruction up close and personal. Being 400 miles away is just 
a bit too far to be able to see any kind of destruction of a city, even if it were from nuclear bombs. The curvature of the earth is just a 
bit too much at 400 miles even with flat terrain to be able to see what has transpired that far away. Now although this is in itself a fatal 
flaw exposed in the "Iraq = Mystery Babylon" theory it is just one of many theoretical flaws. One thing it really points to though is how 
NOT Literal is the concept that Iraq is Mystery Babylon. 

#3. It is the KEY Commercial Nation and Engine of Wealth for the World’s Economy: Isaiah 47:15. Revelation 17:2; Revelation 18: 3, 9, 
11-13, 15, 16, 17-19, 22, 23, & 19:2. In these passages we see just what relationship Babylon enjoys with the rest of the world. Here she 
is clearly the critical factor in the world economy. When she goes down in flames…what is the lament? "What was like unto this mega 
city? Who will buy our goods now that she is gone"? The answer is that no one will be able to buy the products of the world’s
merchants. What does this tell us??? It should be a clear warning indicator that whoever this nation is… the rest of the world depends 
on her for buying their merchandise. With her destruction, there is no one left to buy these goods. That tells us just how vital this nation 
is and it means this nation is the engine of wealth for the world. Now, Iraq does NOT now nor can it fit that role…at least in the next 30 
years, unless the rest of the world is wiped out first. Once again, we see a character trait that Iraq does not exemplify in anyway, shape 
or form. 
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#4-#21. It is the principal Commodities Trading Center: These are all commodities in a list that are the chief trading products as cited in 
Rev 18:11-13, for which the merchants and sailors later lament that no one will buy these products anymore. This includes Gold, Silver 
and Copper. Now on these items alone… there is more Gold traded in New York City on the COMEX in one day than in all the rest of the 
world combined !!! The same is true for Silver and Copper and Crude Oil. In fact, the volume of trade is so heavy that in one day alone 
there is more gold traded than had been traded in all of human history up until 1974 when gold trading was allowed on a futures 
contractual basis. That is how massive and dominant the USA and NYC are in the commodities trading markets. Revelation 18: 12 & 13, 
lists many other commodities as well, including grains and livestock. Now, Chicago is the Host City for such record trading in that arena. 
It too is a port city on as it sits on Lake Michigan. The fact of the matter: Iraq has no economic power… it has no ability to be the 
economic engine of wealth for the whole world. If Iraq vanished from the face of the earth today it would not even cause a ripple in the 
world’s economy. 

However, if the USA vanished today it would decimate the world’s economy and bankrupt every nation on earth, instantly. In essence, 
there would be no one left to buy the foreigner’s goods. That’s because no one else wants to import goods. They only want to export 
not import. The USA is the big promoter of international trade and promotes imports plus free trade. Iraq plays no such role in the 
world economy. As a nation, Iraq is simply too poor. 

#22. A Leading center of imports and consumption: Revelation 18: 11, 17-19. These passages tell us the economic picture of this nation. 
Note that this nation is not only involved in the trade of these products, but that she is also the leading importer… because when she is 
destroyed…"no one buys"… their merchandise anymore. The folks doing the lamenting are the international merchants who export 
goods to this mystery Babylon. Therefore, she is the leading import nation. She is therefore, by virtue of her importer status, the chief 
consuming nation. This also is not a description of Iraq. Iraq has no such status in the world today, tomorrow or the foreseeable future! 
It is this aspect which negates the Iraq theory…because the contention is that we are living in the "last days" and the fulfillment of the 
end-times prophecies are at hand. IF this is true, and I assert that it indeed is true, then how can Iraq match these character traits in so 
short a span of time??? Answer: she can’t. Iraq is not the nation being described. There is only one nation that fits these traits, and 
more. That nation is the United States of America. 
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#23. She is also a manufacturing nation: Revelation 18: 22. This passage tells us manufacturing is no longer found in her after the 
judgment. This tells us that she was a manufacturing nation prior to her destruction. Iraq is not a nation noted for manufacturing. 

#24. Center for Merchandising and Marketing. Revelation 18: 3, 23; 19:2. Her merchants were the mega-merchants of the earth. This 
again does not fit the character traits of Iraq. It does, however, fit the picture of America. 

#25. Known as the World’s "policeman": Jeremiah 50:23 gives us a Hebrew idiom, "hammer of the whole earth." It had been used at 
one time to describe the way the empires of Persia, Greece and Rome had applied their power to keep the world at peace. Today, after 
the decline and fall of the Iron Curtain, major news media refer to America as the world’s policeman, in the same kind of role that the 
Hebrew idiom references. Iraq does not fit this role. 

#26. Known for "showing the flag" or "gunboat diplomacy". Isaiah 18:1-2 Here we have two Hebrew idioms for the idea of a nation’s 
navy showing its power. The phrase in verse 1 relates to the idea of "air travel." The first phrase of verse 2…"that sends ambassadors by 
the sea," another Hebrew idiom for when ancient naval powers would send warships to "show the flag" of friendship or threaten war to 
unfriendly nations or cities. Today, one nation engages in such actions: The USA sends out naval units usually as aircraft carrier battle 
groups. The notion of verse 1 with air travel, combined with verse 2 and the naval aspect, thus combines to send a notion of naval and 
air power… or suggesting aircraft carriers!!! 

#27. Noted for its elegant, luxurious, refined and rich lifestyles: Isaiah 47: 1-8; Revelation 17: 4-5; 18: 2 –24. This does not match up 
with Iraq, as it is not capable of reaching such levels of wealthy living standards in our lifetime. 
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#28. Extremely Wealthy: Jeremiah 51:13… Revelation 18: 2-19 

#29. Sensual, Materialistic lifestyle: Isaiah 47: 8; Revelation 18:14 

#30. The Highest Living Standards: Isaiah 47:1 Revelation 18: 14 

#31. Intoxicating high-society lifestyle as a world example to emulate: Revelation 17:2; Revelation 18: 3, 14, 23. 

#32. Elegant, Sumptuous lifestyle. Revelation 18: 14, 23. 

#33. Noted for its bright gaudy-colored lights and nightlife with round the-clock partying. Revelation 18:14. Note the words "dainty" and 
"goodly." Dainty is a word in Greek that connotes to 24-hour parties, and is connoted with orgies and debauchery. The word for 
"goodly" is the Greek word "lampra" from which we get the English word for lamp. In this case it carries the idea of bright, gaudy-
colored lights, with idea of "glitzy" lights. Could it be the bright lights of Broadway, Times Square or perhaps even Las Vegas??? 

#34. Noted for its Drugs and Drug use: Isaiah 47: 9, 12. Revelation 18:23 Do we even need to comment on this one??? I think not…the 
text clearly speaks for itself on this one. 
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#35. Noted for exporting its culture abroad: Revelation 18:14, 22 

#36. Noted for being Wasteful and Extravagant: Rev 18: 3, 7, 9, 14, 15; implied in Rev 17: 2. 

#37. Massive Population: Rev. 18:15. And Revelation 17: 1, 15. 

#38. A land of immigrants: Jeremiah 50:16; 51:13; Rev. 17:1, 15. 

#39. Unique and awe-inspiring from its birth right up to its demise: Isa. 18: 2 

#40. A remarkably different heritage. Isaiah 18:2 

#41. Respected-envied and yet HATED by the whole world also. Isa. 18:2 

#43. Powerful and Oppressive. Isaiah 18:2 
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#44. Land of Rebels in its birth. Jeremiah 51: 1; Isaiah 47: 9. 

#45. Cosmopolitan and Urban. Jeremiah 50:32 

#46. A Land of Agriculture. Jeremiah 50: 16 

#47. An International City. Revelation 17: 18; 18:15 

#48. Architecture, Buildings and Skyline. Isaiah 13:22 

#49. Land of Many Waters (fresh waters)> Jeremiah 51:13, 36, 42; Isa 18:1,2 

#50. Where the world’s leaders "stream" to meet. Jer. 51:44; Rev. 17:18 

#51. Last of the Super Powers. Jeremiah 50:12; Rev 17:18, 19; and in the Revelation 18:18 passage "what city is like the ‘mega’ city"… 
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#52. No Fear of Invasion. Isaiah 47:5, 8; Revelation 18: 7 

#53. Defenses reach up to Outer Space Jeremiah 51:53 

#54. Occult aspects, especially within the governmental leadership. Isaiah 47: 9, 12,13. 

#55. Alliances/Treaties allowing physical military bases of operation for the Satanic forces. Revelation 18: 2. 

#56. Its national symbol: Rev 17. Robed woman with a cup-like container in one hand that smells like natural gas odors inside the 
container…and the woman is connected to water and immigration…and is considered to be a mother-figure of spiritual 
prostitution…a.k.a. Ishtar, the mother of ‘literal’ and ‘physical’ prostitutes within religious worship centers. [That is what the Babylonian 
goddess Ishtar was--the promoter of physical prostitution… salvation by sex… have sex with a temple priest or priestess and you are 
purified from sin. And of course you pay a ‘gift offering’ for this salvation activity. Ishtar was never a physical ‘mother’… but rather a 
‘madam’ over the priestesses. Ishtar was never married and never had a child but she was called "mother" of the temple priestesses. 
Now having said all of this… I am referring to the Statue of Liberty. 
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In my book, "America, The Babylon" Vol. 1, I explain the meticulous research involved that shows that the Statue of Liberty is in fact the 
brainchild of the sculptor Bartholdi. Later in Volume 2, you will find even more data on this subject. I would like to note at this point 
that it was Bartholdi's idea to create the image of the goddess Liberty of Rome. You will see later on in Volume 2 just how the Romans 
had in fact borrowed the Babylonian goddess. 

Babylonians first worshipped Ishtar the goddess of Babylon and the Romans also adopted her but they changed the name to Libertas in 
Latin, (Liberty, in English). So that, the Statue of Liberty is actually a pagan idol image of Ishtar--the woman pictured in Revelation 17. If 
you don’t believe it…look at Revelation 17: 4 & 5. Note the word for abomination. The word used here is "bdelugma" and its root word 
is "bdeoh." Strong’s Code # 946 … " A foul thing, detestable, usually of idols … the root word means to "break wind", or to "pass gas"… 
indicating the odor smells like natural gas. 

Speaking of natural gas …did you know that the torch-cup of the Statue of Liberty burns an eternal flame…fueled by smelly natural gas? 
Also of course, the Statue is referred to as the Mother of Exiles … an immigrant connection…just as the woman of Rev. 17: 1, 15 is also 
connected to immigrants. So too was Ishtar. She was the goddess of personal freedom … and an encouragement to immigrants. 

#57 Iraq is radioactive 
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Iraq is now extremely "radioactive" because of America's use of ammunition that uses depleted uranium, the same basic component 
used for nuclear weapons, only in lesser strength in and of itself. Rifle bullets and artillery shells were packed with small amounts of 
radioactive, depleted uranium. Once fired, the shells and bullets spread small doses of radio-activity throughout much of Iraq and 
especially in hot spots like ancient Babylon. Each bullet or shell, was thought to be seemingly harmless in terms of radioactivity. What 
was not anticipated was the voluminous use of such radioactive materials scattered across the battlefields of Iraq. Such voluminous use 
has created large quantities of low-level radioactivity that in volume has created a dangerous atmosphere and environment for virtually 
all of Iraq. 

The radioactive dust has found its way into the soil and water supplies, contaminating every-thing it comes into contact with. The 
radioactivity levels are high enough that Iraq is experiencing contamination levels much like that of a "nuclear dirty-bomb" in terms of 
the after-effects. Not only are Iraqi's dying from exposure but so are US and allied soldiers. 

Uranium is a very reactive metal, easily oxidising to U3O8 and UO2. 

A single 120mm Abrams tank DU shell contains 3kg of U-238 (111MBq of activity) and there is 275g (10.1MBq) in a 30mm GAU-8A A-10
Thunderbolt cannon shell. These ‘penetrators’ explode on impact, with up to 80% conversion to tiny long-lived glassy beads of Uranium 
Oxide from <1 micron to 5 microns diameter. 
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These ‘hot particles’ can travel for very large distances, even hundreds of miles, under the influence of wind, fire and are easily 
resuspended. The smaller particles can easily pass through the lung into the blood and lymphatic system. 

Depleted Uranium has a half-life of 4.5 BILLION YEARS! Radiation levels in Iraq are between 1,000 and 1,900 times above normal. That's 
1,000x to 1,900x more than normal. 

Would you want to build the world's capital city on top of that kind of radiation rating with a half life of 4.5 Billion years of 
radioactivity??? We think not. So does the Illuminati. Here's further technical information on depleted uranium. 

"On impact, uranium penetrators burn fiercely to give an aerosol of sub micron diameter oxide particles which are largely insoluble and 
remain in the environment for many years. There is considerable public and scientific concern that these radioactive particles may 
remain suspended for long periods, or may become resuspended and are therefore available for inhalation by non combatants at some 
distance from the point of impact. Little research seems to have been carried out on the distance travelled by the uranium aerosols. 
The military maintain that the uranium remains near the point of impact, and the Royal Society report (2002) also states that the 
material does not travel more than some tens of metres. On the other hand, measurements of uranium in local populations in Kosovo 
some nine months after the use of uranium weapons all tested positive for depleted uranium in urine (Priest 2004) and The United
Nations (UNEP) found uranium particles in air filters in Bosnia some years after its use. The question of the dispersion of uranium 
aerosols from the battlefield is of significant legal interest, since if a radioactive weapon resulted in the general contamination of the 
public in the country of deployment or elsewhere, the weapon would be classifiable as one of indiscriminate effect. There is now
conceded to be no safe level of exposure to radiation. Further, there are major scientific questions over the risk models used to assess 
the health effects of uranium particle exposure from weapons use. In addition there is evidence of ill health in many of those exposed 
to uranium particles from Gulf veterans to the population of Iraq." 
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"Terry Jemison at the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs stated in August 2004 that over 518,000 Gulf-era veterans (14-year period) 
are now on medical disability, and that 7,039 were wounded on the battlefield in that same period. Over 500,000 U.S. veterans are 
homeless." 

* In some studies of soldiers who had normal babies before the war, 67 percent of the post-war babies are born with severe birth
defects - missing brains, eyes, organs, legs and arms, and blood diseases. 

* In southern Iraq, scientists are reporting five times higher levels of gamma radiation in the air, which increases the radioactive body 
burden daily of inhabitants. In fact, Iraq, Yugoslavia and Afghanistan are uninhabitable. 

* Cancer starts with one alpha particle under the right conditions. One gram of DU is the size of a period in this sentence and releases 
12,000 alpha particles per second. 

The above depleted uranium information can be found at the links below. 

http://www.llrc.org/du/duframes.htm 

http://pages.zdnet.com/trimb/id321.html 
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From Gulf War 1 usage of depleted uranium, the Babylon region had one of the highest ratings of radioactivity levels as late as 1997. 

Here's a link to a film on DU in Iraq. 

http://www.ericblumrich.com/pl_lo.html 

http://rense.com/general70/deathmde.htm 

#58 The Messianic Covenant To Abraham Included Babylonia and Babylon 

The promises made to Abraham regarding a Promised Land were for Abraham and his descendants and the lands were far more 
extensive than ever used by Israel up until this point in time. 

Often overlooked by many Bible Prophecy “experts” are the prophecies concerning the future borders of Israel when Jesus Christ 
returns and establishes new borders for Israel’s Millennial Kingdom that will finally fulfill the promises made to Abraham and his 
descendants. 
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Investment Bank Upsets U.S., Lures U.S. Allies, Including Korea

Comment Now Follow Comments          

South Korea faces a litmus test that U.S. policy-makers believe will show whether the government in Seoul is “pro-Chinese” or “pro-
American.” In the face of U.S. pressure to stay clear of what the Americans see as a bitter rival, South Korea is about to bite the bullet 
on joining China’s Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank.

China’s foreign minister, Wang Yi, in Seoul last weekend for a trilateral meeting with Korea’s foreign minister, Yun Byung-se, and 
Japan’s foreign minister, Fumio Kishida, lobbied hard for Korean and Japanese membership. His pitch was basic: It’s an Asian venture, 
he told them. “We can cooperate together.”

The display of easy-going friendship among the three foreign ministers provided still more evidence of what is turning into an 
humiliating experience for the United States — that is, defiance by America’s closest friends and allies of U.S. pleas to boycott China’s 
invitations to join AIIB.

International Monetary Fund Managing Director Christine Lagarde, second from left, talks with Chinese Premier Li Keqiang, second from 
right, during a meeting at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing Monday, March 23, 2015. Lagarde welcomed Beijing’s efforts to boost 
investment outside China, referring to the new Beijing-led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. (AP Photo/Lintao Zhang, Pool)



Korea, Australia, Japan joins China 
investment bank upsets America. Great 

Babylon is going down. Run Forest 
Run….America is in TROUBLE!!!

The U.S. claims the bank will undermine the authority of the International Monetary Fund, the Asian Development Bank and other 
organizations and also detract from TPP, the Trans-Pacific Partnership that Washington is promoting in a bid to cut through trade 
barriers.  The response to U.S. entreaties to avoid the AIIB like the plague, however, is turning into an embarrassment at the highest 
levels.

How could U.S. Treasury Secretary Jack Lew, the most outspoken foe of AIIB, think otherwise after Christine Legarde, the IMF managing 
director, assured a forum in Beijing last weekend that certainly the IMF would cooperate? So too, she seemed confident, would the 
World Bank.

f Legarde was just putting on a show of politesse for the benefit of her Chinese hosts, others are pledging serious substantive support.  
To Washington’s dismay, Germany, France and Italy quickly signed on after Britain, surely one of America’s strongest, oldest friends and 
allies, decided that trade and investment with China took priority over Washington’s qualms about the bank’s transparency and
governance.

Now the question is what would a decision by South Korea to join the bank under pressure from China, by far the South’s biggest 
trading partner, do its relations with the U.S. Would  membership in the AIIB undermine the fractious Korea-U.S. free trade agreement 
— or even the U.S.-Korea alliance?

Korean officials would rather not see the issue as indicating they’re pro-U.S. or pro-China. AIIB, they say, does not have to arouse 
strenuous opposition or turn into an emotional issue while so many others are following Britain’s lead.

Other issues, though, come into play. The U.S. has been trying to get Korea to sign on to the Trans-Pacific Partnership, an ambitious 
effort to slash through trade barriers on both sides of the Pacific. So far Korea has hesitated.



And then there’s the question of THAAD, Terminal High-Altitude Defense, a Pentagon plan to introduce missile batteries capable of 
hitting targets more than a hundred miles above the earth. Korea has hesitated on that one too while arguing that short-and-mid-range 
missiles are all that’s needed for defense.

TPP and THAAD may not seem to have much if any bearing on a decision to join AIIB, but they’re caught up in a complex web of issues. 
They all interact with each other in sometimes contentious negotiations that should reveal whether Korea  is really “pro-Chinese” or 
simply looking after its own best interests in the midst of opposing views among great powers.

For that matter, what if Japan, fearful of unwanted competition for the Asian Development Bank, an arm of Japanese economic 
influence and power, decides finally, no harm in joining the crowd? Might the ADB, based in Manila, wind up cooperating with the AIIB, 
based in Shanghai?

Incredibly, Wang while in Seoul seemed to have allayed suspicions among both Koreans and Japanese.  One reason was they all agreed 
on what amounts to a slap at China’s protectorate, North Korea.

In a final statement, the “three ministers reaffirmed their firm opposition to the development of nuclear weapons on the Korean 
Peninsula” — an obvious rebuke of North Korea for its vaunted nuclear weapons program.

There was, however, no mention of North Korea by name. Instead the three promised to try to resume “meaningful Six-Party Talks” on 
denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula” — a reference to talks, long suspended, on getting the North to give up its nukes.



At the same time, the foreign ministers of China, Japan and South Korea talked up “the institutionalization of trilateral trade,
investment, and economic relations” and “trilateral cooperation,” all for “the peace, stability and prosperity of the Northeast Asia 
region”  – again no mention of North Korea.

The fact that the Chinese foreign minister was meeting the ministers of two of the North’s greatest foes, Japan and South Korea, was a 
rebuke in itself. So far, there’s been no clue as to whether the AIIB might be a conduit of aid for North Korea.

To read more of my commentaries on Asia news, click on www.donaldkirk.com,  and the details of my books are available here.
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FCC Commish: Obama Taking 
Unprecedented Direct Control Over 

Internet Changes

Breitbart Non-Syndicat

by Pam Key

13 Feb 2015
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Friday on Newsmax TV’s “The Steve Malzberg Show,” FCC commissioner Ajit Pai said President Barack Obama is about to succeed in his 
attempt to take “alarmingly unprecedented direct involvement” into the FCC’s plan to regulate the internet, which he explained will 
mean “billions of dollars in new taxes,” slower broadband speeds and “less competition.”

Discussing the plan that the FCC has refused to let the public see Pai said, “Unfortunately it looks like the cake has been baked. 
President Obama gave his direction to the FCC in back in early November and lo and behold, the FCC majority has put together 
President Obama’s plan for Internet regulation. And it looks to be posed pass it on a 3-to-2 vote.”

When asked if the president’s move was an “alarmingly unprecedented direct involvement,” into FCC, Pai agreed, explaining the FCC 
has been an independent agency since 1934, he said, “When you have a politician shortly after the midterm election deciding to direct 
the agency to do  x, y, z  and telling us he wants us to use a particular legal theory to do it you’re in uncharted territory, at least in my 
experience. I think compromising the  independence of the agency is bad enough, but especially when it involves government control of 
the Internet. That is just a dangerous road for us to travel on.”
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Pope Francis quietly starts spreading 
his Liberal Agenda. Freedom for 

Pedophiles and Gays
France (2015)[edit]

Pope Francis has scheduled an official papal visit to France where he shall travel to Paris and to Lourdes.[35]

United States (September 2015)[edit]

Pope Francis has announced a possible intention to visit the United States in Philadelphia on the occasion of the World Meeting of 
Families which is slated for 22–27 September. The Vatican has also announced that the Pope was considering a visit to New York City, 
the United Nations and Washington D.C. but no official date has been set for his visit.[36] The pope himself confirmed that he would 
visit Philadelphia and New York City but no date was specified.[37] The pope, on board the papal plane to the Philippines earlier in the 
year, also announced his intention while there to canonize Blessed Junipero Serra.[38]

Central African Republic and  Uganda (late 2015)[edit]

Pope Francis stated, aboard the papal plane returning from the Philippines, that he hopes to visit Africa late in 2015 and mentioned the 
Central African Republic and Uganda as likely sites.[39]

2016[edit]



The September Surprise is no 
Surprise if your Gay. Pope Francis will 

thumb his nose at Marriage and 
endorse Gays in all ways in 

Philadelphia then fly to Washington 
DC and Maybe Obama will come out 
as Gay and Michelle as Transvestite.



Pope Francis Gay Agenda for the 
Church being fought about in the 

Ranks.
Given the pope’s record on LGBT rights when he was Archbishop Bergoglio of Buenos Aires, he has surprised and delighted me. Others 
are more sceptic

Pope Francis   

‘I am not the only LGBT journalist who finds the new pope both refreshing and surprising.’ Photograph: L’Osservatore Romano/EPA 

Friday 13 March 2015 16.52 GMT  Last modified on Saturday 14 March 2015 11.20 GMT  

The moment I met the man who would be pope, I cringed inside. I shook his hand, chatted briefly with him as a crowd of admirers 
pulled at his vestments, hoping to get a word with him, a kiss on a new baby’s cheek. A friend, an Argentine veteran of the Falklands 
war, enamoured of him, snapped a photo. That image is now in my mother’s living room, a proud conversation piece allowing her to tell 
guests about her son who knows the pope.

That frozen moment took place on Christmas Eve 2010, inside Catedral Metropolitana, when Pope Francis was still Archbishop Jorge 
Bergoglio. At the time, he was a man who fought against progress when it came to LGBT issues and had definitively lost, presiding over 
an institution that was becoming increasingly irrelevant. Bergoglio had described Argentina’s 2010 same-sex marriage law, Latin 
America’s first, as the work of the devil. His cathedral overlooking Buenos Aires’ Plaza de Mayo was for years the site of ugly clashes 
between Catholic protesters and gay rights activists, who had to be kept separate by a line of police at the start of the national gay 
pride parade every November. By 2010, the defeated Catholic protesters were finally gone. Still, the cathedral was often splattered by 
vulgar graffiti and red paint, representing blood on the church’s hands. President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner openly taunted 
Bergoglio for his regressive attitudes.



Gold starting to rise

Gold price just short of $1,200 as 'cautious optimism' returns

Frik Els | March 25, 2015    

Gold price just short of $1,200 as 'cautious optimism' returns A golden glow

Amid a fresh sell-off on US equity markets (now in negative territory for the year) and a recovering crude oil price lifting general 
sentiment on commodities markets gold took a stab at the psychologically important $1,200 an ounce level on Wednesday.

Gold for delivery in April – the most active futures contract – gained over $8 or 0.7% hitting a day high of $1,199.72, before pulling back 
slightly in afternoon trade. The gold price is up more than 4% from its 2015 low of $1,148.20 an ounce hit last week. It was only the 
third time since April 2010 that the futures price closed below the $1,150 an ounce level.

Gold which usually moves in the opposite direction has shown some resilience against the rampant dollar this year and the metal on 
Wednesday made the most of a retreat in the currency to a near three-week low.

The precious metal is not 'entirely hostage' to monetary developments
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The precious metal is not 'entirely hostage' to monetary developments

The greenback slipped further below  the 100-mark against the world's major currencies on the back of dovish comments from the US 
Federal Reserve and doubts about the strength of the US economy leading to a diminished likelihood of an early rate increase.

At just  over 97.1, the world's reserve currency is still up 21.3% over the past year  and within shouting distance of 12-year highs. That 
compares to a record low of 71.6 in April of 2008 and a record high of 164.72 in February 1985 when the price of gold bottomed at 
$284.25 an ounce.

Platts News on Wednesday quotes from a research note by Anglo-Hong Kong bank HSBC expressing "cautious optimism" about the gold 
price outlook for 2015. The bank which has extensive bullion dealing are now predicting a trading range of $1,120 – $1,305 with an 
average price of $1,234 in 2015:

"The possibility that deflationary pressures could bring on negative rates in some economies helps reaffirm our cautiously optimistic 
view on gold," head analyst James Steel said.

"The likelihood that the dollar rally may be near ending as suggested by HSBC's currency research team is another possible reason 
supporting modestly higher gold prices," the analyst said.



Gold starting to rise

Fundamentals factors are also supportive of a stronger gold price and the precious metal is not "entirely hostage" to monetary 
developments says HSBC. Low prices are discouraging scrap supply and the slump below $1,150 "may be encouraging greater demand 
from price sensitive emerging market buyers, notably, but not exclusively, in India and China."



Obama and Hillary Clinton Sold our 
America’s Public Lands to China if we 

default on our loans.



China Owns half of America!!! 
Wake up!!!



Obama Signs Deal With China That 
Should We Default ON OUR LOANS 

THEY CAN TAKE U S PROPERTY
Obama Signs Deal With China That Should We Default ON OUR LOANS THEY CAN TAKE U S PROPERTY

Saturday, November 9, 2013 19:37

<a href="http://ox-d.beforeitsnews.com/w/1.0/rc?cs=5125e7a33c8bf&cb=INSERT_RANDOM_NUMBER_HERE" ><img src="http://ox-
d.beforeitsnews.com/w/1.0/ai?auid=326914&cs=5125e7a33c8bf&cb=INSERT_RANDOM_NUMBER_HERE" border="0" alt=""></a>

(Before It's News) 

I have known about this for a long time. I thought someone would pick it up I may have missed it. Ms Hillary on her  last trip to China 
before she quit because events in Libya were getting to hot. Bill said QUIT NOW. maybe not the most honest but a smart man. The 
Chinese were getting a little concerned about holding 1 trillion of U S dept as they watch us go down the toilet. Can you blame them.

Let me tell you know what the crack smoking, Homosexual, murderer, did I say rumprider.? I wonder what he charged for, BEST I JUST 
GET A RATE CARD FROM HIM,  in Hawaii. That is why he hates Americans because when your turning tricks for rich white folk you see 
them all the same. I worked in the field. Rehabilitation. I know. Waking up sick from a lack of your drug of choice and knowing what you 
had to do to get straight.  So this lying con man street hustler had the nice Ms Clinton do. 



Obama Signs Deal With China That 
Should We Default ON OUR LOANS 

THEY CAN TAKE U S PROPERTY
THAT RAT BAS66RD GAVE EMINENT DOMAIN IN THE U S TO A COMMUNIST COUNTRY CHINA

So Bills wife with a daughter by web hubble gave your property away. So don’t be surprised if one day the tsa or dhs puts you on the 
curb and lets a nice Chineses family into your house.

I AM A BIT PISSED SO THEY MAY BAN ME FOR BEING TO HONEST

READ AND WEEP

Can he do this? Can he use our property for his pork payoffs?

Impeachment Time: Obama Grants Eminent Domain Rights to China to Secure Debt The Examiner (hat tip terri)

They own us.  

(Photo credit Future Atlas)



Obama Signs Deal With China That 
Should We Default ON OUR LOANS 

THEY CAN TAKE U S PROPERTY
The time for partisan bickering just ended.  This is as serious as a heart attack.  Obama is going to spend so much money, which he 
intends to get from China via the sale of government backed bonds, that the Chinese apparently don’t think he’ll be able to make good 
on them. 

So President Obama gave the Chinese eminent domain rights to American land and businesses as collateral – i.e. we don’t pay, they 
now own America.

From Patriot Room.

Because it looks like our wonderful new administration is granting the Chinese eminent domain as collateral for US debts. Yea you read 
that right. That means when we can no longer pay for all this massive spending the Chinese can call in the loans and take our land.

The thought that American citizens and businesses could lose their land as a means of payment is downright scary. I highly doubt ANY 
American citizen would have voted for Obama if they knew this was coming down the pike.

Live Leak has more details.



Obama Signs Deal With China That 
Should We Default ON OUR LOANS 

THEY CAN TAKE U S PROPERTY
Sources at the United States Embassy in Beijing China have just CONFIRMED to me that the United States of America has tendered to 
China a written agreement which grants to the People’s Republic of China, an option to exercise Eminent Domain within the USA, as 
collateral for China’s continued purchase of US Treasury Notes and existing US Currency reserves!

The written agreement was brought to Beijing by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and was formalized and agreed-to during her recent 
trip to China.

This means that in the event the US Government defaults on its financial obligations to China, the Communist Government of China
would be permitted to physically take — inside the USA — land, buildings, factories, perhaps even entire cities – to satisfy the financial 
obligations of the US government.

Put simply, the feds have now actually mortgaged the physical land and property of all citizens and businesses in the United States. 
They have given to a foreign power, their Constitutional power to “take” all of our property, as actual collateral for continued Chinese 
funding of US deficit spending and the continued carrying of US national debt.

This cannot stand.  It is traitorous and Obama should be impeached.

MMC RTV Slovenija – prvi multimedijski portal RTV Slovenija - 19 hours ago 

The crash of the US economy has begun FEDS GRANT EMINENT DOMAIN AS COLLATERAL TO CHINA FOR US DEBTS! Beijing, China —
Sources at the United States Embassy …



Obama Signs Deal With China That 
Should We Default ON OUR LOANS 

THEY CAN TAKE U S PROPERTY

Obama’s $3.6 trillion budget marks a major shift

Minneapolis Star Tribune - Feb 26, 2009

Hilary is in China right now offering them eminent domain to keep buying our debt. That means if we don’t make the payments, they 
will start foreclosing…

THIS IS WHAT OUR PRESIDENT DID 



The reason Obama can so easily collapse the 
Economy is because of The Nixon Shock ruling… Read 

America are you smarter than a 5th grader…



Nixon Shock- Eliminated 
the right to exchange cash 

for Gold



Nixon Shock- Eliminated the right 
to exchange cash for Gold

Milestones: 1969–1976

Nixon and the End of the Bretton Woods System, 1971–1973

On August 15, 1971, President Richard M. Nixon announced his New Economic Policy, a program “to create a new prosperity without 
war.” Known colloquially as the “Nixon shock,” the initiative marked the beginning of the end for the Bretton Woods system of fixed 
exchange rates established at the end of World War II.

Secretary of the Treasury John Connally on the day that President Richard Nixon announced his New Economic Policy, August 15, 1971. 
(Nixon Presidential Library)

Secretary of the Treasury John Connally on the day that President Richard Nixon announced his New Economic Policy, August 15, 1971. 
(Nixon Presidential Library)



Nixon Shock- Eliminated the right 
to exchange cash for Gold

Under the Bretton Woods system, the external values of foreign currencies were fixed in relation to the U.S. dollar, whose value was in 
turn expressed in gold at the congressionally-set price of $35 per ounce. By the 1960s, a surplus of U.S. dollars caused by foreign aid, 
military spending, and foreign investment threatened this system, as the United States did not have enough gold to cover the volume of 
dollars in worldwide circulation at the rate of $35 per ounce; as a result, the dollar was overvalued. Presidents John F. Kennedy and 
Lyndon B. Johnson adopted a series of measures to support the dollar and sustain Bretton Woods: foreign investment disincentives; 
restrictions on foreign lending; efforts to stem the official outflow of dollars; international monetary reform; and cooperation with 
other countries. Nothing worked. Meanwhile, traders in foreign exchange markets, believing that the dollar’s overvaluation would one 
day compel the U.S. government to devalue it, proved increasingly inclined to sell dollars. This resulted in periodic runs on the dollar.

It was just such a run on the dollar, along with mounting evidence that the overvalued dollar was undermining the nation’s foreign 
trading position, which prompted President Richard M. Nixon to act. On August 13, 1971, Nixon convened a meeting of his top 
economic advisers, including Secretary of the Treasury John Connally and Office of Management and Budget Director George Shultz, at 
the Camp David presidential retreat to consider a program of action. Notably absent from the meeting were Secretary of State William 
Rogers and President’s Assistant for National Security Affairs Henry Kissinger. After two days of talks, on the evening of August 15, 
Nixon announced his New Economic Policy in an address to the nation on “The Challenge of Peace.” Asserting that progress in bringing 
an end to U.S. involvement in the war in Vietnam meant that it was time for Americans to turn their minds to the challenges of a post-
Vietnam world, Nixon identified a three-fold task: “We must create more and better jobs; we must stop the rise in the cost of living; we 
must protect the dollar from the attacks of international money speculators.” To achieve the first two goals, he proposed tax cuts and a 
90-day freeze on prices and wages; to achieve the third, Nixon directed the suspension of the dollar’s convertibility into gold. He also 
ordered that an extra 10 percent tariff be levied on all dutiable imports; like the suspension of the dollar’s gold convertibility, this 
measure was intended to induce the United States’ major trading partners to adjust the value of their currencies upward and the level 
of their trade barriers downward so as to allow for more imports from the United States.



Nixon Shock- Eliminated the right 
to exchange cash for Gold

A success at home, Nixon’s speech shocked many abroad, who saw it as an act of worrisome unilateralism; the assertive manner in 
which Connally conducted the ensuing exchange rate negotiations with his foreign counterparts did little to allay such concerns. 
Nevertheless, after months of negotiations, the Group of Ten (G–10) industrialized democracies agreed to a new set of fixed exchange 
rates centered on a devalued dollar in the December 1971 Smithsonian Agreement. Although characterized by Nixon as “the most 
significant monetary agreement in the history of the world,” the exchange rates established in the Smithsonian Agreement did not last 
long. Fifteen months later, in February 1973, speculative market pressure led to a further devaluation of the dollar and another set of 
exchange parities. Several weeks later, the dollar was yet again subjected to heavy pressure in financial markets; however, this time 
there would be no attempt to shore up Bretton Woods. In March 1973, the G–10 approved an arrangement wherein six members of 
the European Community tied their currencies together and jointly floated against the U.S. dollar, a decision that effectively signaled 
the abandonment of the Bretton Woods fixed exchange rate system in favor of the current system of floating exchange rates.



Obama gives Islands to Russia-5 
Aleutian –He opens the door for 

attack on American Soil.

Obama welcomes Russia to inhabit 
Our Mainland



Obama sells Aleutian 
islands to Russia-Oil Rich 

what political debt is 
Obama paying here



By Joe Miller

The Obama administration, despite the nation’s economic woes, effectively killed the job-producing Keystone Pipeline last month. The 
Arab Spring is turning the oil production of Libya and other Arab nations over to the Muslim Brotherhood. Iraq is distancing itself from 
the U.S. And everyone recognizes that Iran, whose crude supplies are critical to the European economy, will do anything it can to 
frustrate America’s strategic interests. In the face of all of this, Obama insists on cutting back U.S. oil potential with outrageous 
restrictions.

Part of Obama’s apparent war against U.S. energy independence includes a foreign-aid program that directly threatens my state’s 
sovereign territory. Obama’s State Department is giving away seven strategic, resource-laden Alaskan islands to the Russians. Yes, to 
the Putin regime in the Kremlin.

The seven endangered islands in the Arctic Ocean and Bering Sea include one the size of Rhode Island and Delaware combined. The 
Russians are also to get the tens of thousands of square miles of oil-rich seabeds surrounding the islands. The Department of Interior 
estimates billions of barrels of oil are at stake.

The State Department has undertaken the giveaway in the guise of a maritime boundary agreement between Alaska and Siberia. 
Astoundingly, our federal government itself drew the line to put these seven Alaskan islands on the Russian side. But as an executive 
agreement, it could be reversed with the stroke of a pen by President Obama or Secretary Clinton.

Obama sells Aleutian islands to 
Russia-Oil Rich what political debt is 

Obama paying here



The agreement was negotiated in total secrecy. The state of Alaska was not allowed to participate in the negotiations, nor was the 
public given any opportunity for comment. This is despite the fact the Alaska Legislature has passed resolutions of opposition – but the 
State Department doesn’t seem to care.

The imperiled Arctic Ocean islands include Wrangel, Bennett, Jeannette and Henrietta. Wrangel became American in 1881 with the 
landing of the U.S. Revenue Marine ship Thomas Corwin. The landing party included the famed naturalist John Muir. It is 3,000 square 
miles in size.

Northwest of Wrangel are the DeLong Islands, named for George Washington DeLong, the captain of USS Jeannette. Also in 1881, he 
discovered and claimed these three islands for the United States. He named them for the voyage co-sponsor, New York City newspaper 
publisher James Gordon Bennett. The ship’s crew received a hero’s welcome back in Washington, and Congress awarded them gold 
medals.

In the Bering Sea at the far west end of the Aleutian chain are Copper Island, Sea Lion Rock and Sea Otter Rock. They were ceded to the 
U.S. in Seward’s 1867 treaty with Russia.

Now is the time for the Obama administration to stand up for U.S. and Alaskan rights and invaluable resources. The State Department’s 
maritime agreement is a loser – it gives us nothing in return for giving up Alaska’s sovereign territory and invaluable resources. We won 
the Cold War and should start acting like it.

Obama sells Aleutian islands to 
Russia-Oil Rich what political debt is 

Obama paying here



Obama sells Aleutian islands to 
Russia-Oil Rich what political debt is 

Obama paying here
The Obama administration must stop the giveaway immediately.

Author’s addendum, Feb. 17, 2012: This is not a new issue. In fact the Bush and Clinton administrations are directly at fault for the same 
inaction. A maritime agreement negotiated by the U.S. State Department set the Russian boundary on the other side of the disputed 
islands, but no treaty has ratified this action. Consequently, it is within the president’s power to stop this giveaway. The Alaska 
delegation’s failure to put pressure on the administration is inexplicable. State Department Watch, an organization that assisted with 
this article, has confronted each administration and is currently confronting the Obama administration — and has been met by silence. 
I’m hoping this piece will help reinvigorate efforts to stop this handover.

Joe Miller was the 2010 Republican nominee for the U.S. Senate from Alaska. He is a West Point graduate and decorated combat 
veteran from the first Gulf War. A former judge, Joe graduated from Yale Law School and was later awarded an advanced economics 
degree from the University of Alaska. He is presently chairman of Restoring Liberty Alaska PAC and Restoring Liberty Action Committee. 
Follow Joe at Facebook a

Read more at http://www.wnd.com/2012/02/obamas-giveaway-oil-rich-islands-to-russia/#ziztVXLB2HFOwo4t.99



The New Normal is from Pope Francis 
(false Prophet)and Obama (the 
Antichrist)
• Gay is so much better than Hetrosexual

• God made Gay people and he loves them no matter 
what they do behind closed door. (Obamination)

• Pedophiles will be looked at as people expressing 
their love for children 

• Michelle will tell of her love to cross dress and 
dress as a woman

• Gays will be given preferential treatment along with 
Muslims in the new society.(strange befellows)



Conclusion:
If you have had enough the internet is still free and you see this 

web page do all of the following in the order suggested

• Repent of your sins

• Call on the name of Lord and be saved

• Start reading your bible cover to cover emphaising
Matt. 24, Luke 21, Mark 13

• Move from America if revival does not start by July

• Sell all assets in America move to third World 
location which is not a nuclear target Philipines
South America

• Buy Gold as soon as possible



Bullion Star is a great Company to 
hold physical Gold off shore



PHYLOSPPHYOFMETRICS.COM INFO-will Gold be part 
of New Monetary System

Will Gold Be Part Of A New International Monetary System?

Anyone who has been paying attention to the global economy the past years can agree with me our central bankers have conducted 
miserable monetary policy and have taken insufficient measures to fight crises. All major economies have embarked in printing
unprecedented quantities of money, but the only thing they bought was time. Quantitative easing on such a scale is like kicking the can 
determined to reach the end of the road. The future looks anything but sanguine.

Where is this going? Are our leaders truly gonna allow for the international monetary system to implode? Is there no plan B? And we 
are supposed to believe gold isn’t of any significance in economics?

In our current highly unstable economic environment the price of gold is relatively low, according to gold proponents like me. In 
addition, we can see immense flows of physical gold going from West to East that are guaranteed not to return in the foreseeable
future. If the price of gold isn’t suppressed, my previous two observations can only be explained as physical supply outstripping demand 
since April 2013 – when the price of gold declined substantially to its current relative low levels. But perhaps there is more than meets 
the eye.

I would like to share a theoretical explanation for the observations just mentioned, supported by historic diplomatic documents that 
provide some guidance through the present fog.



Let’s start just before gold was removed from the system:

In the sixties France stepped out of the London Gold Pool, as it didn’t want to waste any more gold on the war the US was waging
against Vietnam. The London Gold Pool was a joint effort by the US, the Netherlands, France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland and 
the UK to peg the price of gold at $35 an ounce. But because the US was printing dollars to finance the war in Vietnam – this devalued 
US dollars – a lot of gold was required to be sold to maintain the price at $35. Shortly after France left the Pool it collapsed in March 
1968. From the IMF:

While the total number of U.S. dollars circulating in the United States and abroad steadily grew, the U.S. gold reserves backing those 
dollars steadily dwindled. International financial leaders suspected that the United States would be forced either to devalue the dollar 
or stop redeeming dollars for gold.

The dollar problem was particularly troubling because of the mounting number of dollars held by foreign central banks and 
governments: In 1966, foreign central banks and governments held over 14 billion U.S. dollars. The United States had $13.2 billion in 
gold reserves, but only $3.2 billion of that was available to cover foreign dollar holdings. The rest was needed to cover domestic 
holdings. If governments and foreign central banks tried to convert even a quarter of their holdings at one time, the United States 
would not be able to honor its obligations.

The Incredible Shrinking Gold dollar IMF

And that is exactly what happened; in 1971 the US closed the gold window, no longer could foreign central banks convert dollars into 
gold (except on the open market). As I’ve written before: (i) Europe, most notably France was not amused and wanted to revalue gold, 

PHYLOSPPHYOFMETRICS.COM INFO-will Gold be part 
of New Monetary System



Bullions star- will Gold be part of 
world portfolio

Will Gold Be Part Of A New International Monetary System?

Anyone who has been paying attention to the global economy the past years can agree with me our central bankers have conducted 
miserable monetary policy and have taken insufficient measures to fight crises. All major economies have embarked in printing
unprecedented quantities of money, but the only thing they bought was time. Quantitative easing on such a scale is like kicking the can 
determined to reach the end of the road. The future looks anything but sanguine.

Where is this going? Are our leaders truly gonna allow for the international monetary system to implode? Is there no plan B? And we 
are supposed to believe gold isn’t of any significance in economics?

In our current highly unstable economic environment the price of gold is relatively low, according to gold proponents like me. In 
addition, we can see immense flows of physical gold going from West to East that are guaranteed not to return in the foreseeable
future. If the price of gold isn’t suppressed, my previous two observations can only be explained as physical supply outstripping demand 
since April 2013 – when the price of gold declined substantially to its current relative low levels. But perhaps there is more than meets 
the eye.

I would like to share a theoretical explanation for the observations just mentioned, supported by historic diplomatic documents that 
provide some guidance through the present fog.

Let’s start just before gold was removed from the system:
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In the sixties France stepped out of the London Gold Pool, as it didn’t want to waste any more gold on the war the US was waging
against Vietnam. The London Gold Pool was a joint effort by the US, the Netherlands, France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland and 
the UK to peg the price of gold at $35 an ounce. But because the US was printing dollars to finance the war in Vietnam – this devalued 
US dollars – a lot of gold was required to be sold to maintain the price at $35. Shortly after France left the Pool it collapsed in March 
1968. From the IMF:

While the total number of U.S. dollars circulating in the United States and abroad steadily grew, the U.S. gold reserves backing those 
dollars steadily dwindled. International financial leaders suspected that the United States would be forced either to devalue the dollar 
or stop redeeming dollars for gold.

The dollar problem was particularly troubling because of the mounting number of dollars held by foreign central banks and 
governments: In 1966, foreign central banks and governments held over 14 billion U.S. dollars. The United States had $13.2 billion in 
gold reserves, but only $3.2 billion of that was available to cover foreign dollar holdings. The rest was needed to cover domestic 
holdings. If governments and foreign central banks tried to convert even a quarter of their holdings at one time, the United States 
would not be able to honor its obligations.

The Incredible Shrinking Gold dollar IMF

And that is exactly what happened; in 1971 the US closed the gold window, no longer could foreign central banks convert dollars into 
gold (except on the open market). As I’ve written before: (i) Europe, most notably France was not amused and wanted to revalue gold, 
(ii) the US was very persistent to completely phase out gold from the monetary system in order to leverage the power of the US dollar 
hegemony.



Bullions star- will Gold be part of 
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Pompidou’s idea was clearly to spread economic power across the globe for a more balanced, peaceful and prosperous world. We can
also read the first signs of a unified Europe between the lines. Pompidou is one of the best forecasters I’ve ever read, what he said 45 
years ago has more or less happened by now. However, Pompidou’s ideology could not coexist along the dollar hegemony. The US,
therefor, embarked in divide and conquer, a notorious strategy to gain and maintain power. The next quotes are from a telephone 
conversation on March 14, 1973, between Henry Kissinger, National Security Advisor, and William Simon, Under Secretary of the
Treasury: 

I’ve found documents that connect the past with the present. On February 24, 1970, French President Pompidou met with US President 
Nixon in Washington DC. The oncoming quotes are from the US minutes of the meeting:

Turning to France, the President [Pompidou] said he wished to emphasize again that – as distinguished from the positions of some of his 
predecessors in this office – he would not comment on the independent French policy. He might have his own views but he felt that a 
strong independent France devoted to the same goals as we are is in the interest of the US. A strong Europe in the economic sense 
might seem not to be in the US interest, in the long term it was. What we need is a better balance in the West. It is not healthy to have 
just two superpowers; in such a situation there is more chance of a conflict than when there are more centers of power. Greater 
strength of the European economies, an independent French policy, and, in Asia, a stronger Japan, would eventually make for a more 
stable world. The position of the U. S. at the end of World War II was not healthy. Twenty-five years had passed and things were
changed. This we regarded as a healthy development.

In the final analysis with three billion people on earth if civilization is to survive … this will be decided by the Soviet Union, by China, and 
eventually Japan, by Western Europe, by that he meant France, Britain and Germany and the United States. Africa is moving along, but 
it is a century away.

Latin America is also moving but it is fifty years or more away. In Asia, India and Pakistan will have enormous difficulty in simply keeping 
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Pompidou’s idea was clearly to spread economic power across the globe for a more balanced, peaceful and prosperous world. We can
also read the first signs of a unified Europe between the lines. Pompidou is one of the best forecasters I’ve ever read, what he said 45 
years ago has more or less happened by now. However, Pompidou’s ideology could not coexist along the dollar hegemony. The US,
therefor, embarked in divide and conquer, a notorious strategy to gain and maintain power. The next quotes are from a telephone 
conversation on March 14, 1973, between Henry Kissinger, National Security Advisor, and William Simon, Under Secretary of the
Treasury: 

K: … I’ve just been called to the President. Let me tell you — Shultz has sent me a copy of the cable that Volker gave him – that Volker 
sent him about the interventions, and he has asked for my views. I basically have only one view right now which is to do as much as we 
can to prevent a united European position without showing our hand.

S: Okay. Well, I interpret that as less intervention, which is a good idea, and I think George will be very happy with that comment. Do as 
much as we can to prevent a unified European position.

K: I don’t think a unified European monetary system is in our interest. I don’t know what you think for technical reasons, but these guys 
are now helping to put it to us.

S: Yes, sir.

K: I don’t know whether that’s true in the short term, but I’m convinced that that’s true in the long.
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S: I just agree with you a thousand percent.

K: So I’d rather play with them individually. You know, if it were a question of supporting an individual currency, I’d be much more 
inclined to do that.

S: Yes, such as the mark.

K: That’s right.

S: Yes, sir.

K: Does that make sense to you?

S: Yes it does.

K: You understand, my reason’s entirely political, but I got an intelligence report of the discussions in the German Cabinet and when it 
became clear to me that all our enemies were for the European solution that pretty well decided me.
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S: Yes, sir. Well, I pass. I’m going to be talking to George on the telephone.

K: Be careful. Everything in Bonn is tapped.

S: I promise you I will.

Next, from Wikileaks, a report of a meeting held by all European Ministers of Finance about gold, written to the American Ministry Of 
Foreign Affairs on April 23, 1974 (Europe and the US were debating this issue for a few years):

MADE IN A WIDER INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT, WHAT CAME OUT OF ZEIST WAS A CONSENSUS ON CERTAIN SUBSTANTIVE 
PROPOSITIONS THAT ARE TO BE FURTHER EXPLORED BEFORE THEY ARE SUBMITTED TO A NEXT MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF 
MINISTERS OF THE EEC [EU]. IF AT A LATER STAGE THE COUNCIL REACHES AGREEMENT ON A CERTAIN POSITION, THE FURTHER 
PROCEDURE COULD BE THAT THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY FORMULATES A FORMAL PROPOSAL ON HOW TO DEAL WITH THE 
PROBLEM OF GOLD IN THE PERIOD BEFORE THE REFORM OF THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM.

IN ZEIST, MINISTERS HAVE AGREED ON TWO GENERAL PROPOSITIONS. FIRST, THEY HAVE RE-ASSERTED THAT THE SDR SHOULD 
BECOME THE PRINCIPAL RESERVE ASSET IN THE FUTURE SYSTEM, AND THAT ARRANGEMENTS FOR GOLD IN THE INTERIM PERIOD 
SHOULD NOT BE INCONSISTENT WITH THAT GOAL. SECOND, THEY HAVE AGREED THAT SUCH INTERIM ARRANGEMENTS SHOULD 
ENABLE MONETARY AUTHORITIES TO EFFECTIVELY UTILIZE THE MONETARY GOLD STOCKS AS INSTRUMENTS OF INTERNATIONAL 
SETTLEMENT.
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THERE WAS A CONSENSUS AMONG MINISTERS THAT AN INCREASE OF THE OFFICIAL GOLD PRICE, ALTHOUGH IT MIGHT SERVE THE 
SECOND OBJECTIVE, WOULD BE INCONSISTENT WITH THE FIRST. IN ORDER TO MOBILIZE MONETARY GOLD AS AN INTERNATIONAL 
RESERVE ASSET, THEY HAVE AGREED THAT:

1) MONETARY AUTHORITIES SHOULD BE PERMITTED TO BUY AND TO SELL GOLD BOTH AMONG THEMSELVES, AT A MARKED-RELATED 
PRICE, AND ON THE FREE MARKET. THE MONETARY AUTHORITIES WOULD HAVE COMPLETE FREEDOM TO BUY OR TO SELL GOLD, AND 
WOULD HAVE NO OBLIGATION WHATEVER TO ENTER INTO ANY PARTICULAR TRANSACTION.

2) CERTAIN DELEGATIONS ARE OF THE OPINION THAT GOLD TRANSACTIONS WITH THE FREE MARKET SHOULD NOT, OVER A CERTAIN 
PERIOD OF TIME, LEAD TO A NET INCREASE OF THE COMBINED OFFICIAL GOLD STOCKS.

3) IN ORDER TO APPLY THESE PRINCIPLES, VARIOUS PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS CAN BE ENVISAGED. TWO WERE MENTIONED IN 
PARTICULAR. ONE IS THAT MONETARY AUTHORITIES PERIODICALLY FIX A MINIMUM AND A MAXIMUM PRICE BELOW OR ABOVE 
WHICH THEY WOULD NOT SELL OR BUY ON THE MARKET. THE OTHER CONSISTS IN CREATING A BUFFER STOCK TO BE MANAGED BY AN 
AGENT WHO WOULD BE CHARGED BY THE MONETARY AUTHORITIES TO INTERVENE ON THE MARKET SUCH AS TO ENSURE ORDERLY 
CONDITIONS ON THE FREE MARKET FOR GOLD.

Now we know what Europe was planning in seventies, this explains a lot better what occurred later on. Remember the Washington
Agreement On Gold? Just before the euro was introduced in 1999, all European central banks collaborated in a program called the 
Central Bank Gold Agreements (CBGA), or the Washington Agreement On Gold, to jointly manage gold sales. (note, Eurozone 
aggregated gold reserves currently still transcend US reserves)
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Central Bank Largest Sellers

In 1991 the Dutch central bank (DNB) held 1,700 tonnes in official gold reserves, currently it holds 613 tonnes. When the Dutch Minister 
Of Finance, J.C. de Jager, was questioned about these sales in 2011 he answered:

Question 6:  Can you confirm that since 1991 DNB has sold 1,100 tonnes of the 1,700 tonnes it owned…

Answer 6: Since 1991 DNB sold 1,100 tonnes. At the time DNB determined that from an international perspective it owned a lot of gold 
proportionally. It decided to equalize its gold holdings relative to other important gold holding nations. 

Right, so since the seventies Europe wanted to spread economic power across the globe, replace the dollar as the world reserve 
currency and sold parts of its official gold reserves “to equalize its gold holdings relative to other important gold holding nations”. These 
types of plans aren’t realized overnight; it can take decades, it can even take more decades than estimated. Who knows? We can be in 
the final stage right now.  



Bullions star- will Gold be part of 
world portfolio-Conclusion

Not so long ago I published a Wikileaks cable from 
1976 wherein China expresses its particular interest 
in gold and SDR’s. Of course this is all just a theory, 
but it seems as if the redistribution of the chips, 
physical gold flowing form West to East, is all part of 
orchestrated preparations for the next international 
monetary system, anchored by gold. This system 
would require gold to be spread among the major 
economic power-blocks proportionally. 



Gold is the only investment for 
the Future



Gold is the only investment for 
the Future
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Short Term Gains And Long Term Disaster

About a month ago, Japan’s giant GPIF pension fund announced it had started doing in Q4 2014, what PM Abe had long asked it to: shift 
a large(r) portion of its investment portfolio from bonds to stocks. No more safe assets for the world’s largest pension fund, or a lot less 
at least, but risky ones. For Abe this promises the advantage of an economy that looks healthier than it actually is, while for the fund it 
means that the

Read More... . . 
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Debt Rattle March 24 2015

• The World’s Next Credit Crunch Could Make 2008 Look Like A Hiccup (Telegraph) • No Risk Too Big as Bond Traders Plot Escape From 
Negative Yields (Bloomberg) • Fed’s Fischer Says Rate Rise Probably Warranted by End-2015 (Bloomberg) • Shadow Banking System 
Shows Signs of Stabilizing After Collapse (Bloomberg) • The Unbearable Exuberance of China’s Markets (Pesek) • Oil Majors Pile On 
Record Debt To Plug Cash Shortfalls (FT) • Pension Funds Shun Bonds Just as Southeast Asia Needs

Read More... . . 
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March 23, 2015 Posted by Raúl Ilargi Meijer at 8:49 amFinanceTagged with: AIIB, arctic, Assyria, Germany, Greece, liquidity, oil, profits, 
water7 Responses »
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• We’re All Hedge Funds Now (John Rubino) • Why Has Germany Bailed Out A Tiny Bank? (Coppola) • The Perfect Storm For Oil Hits In 
Two Months (Zero Hedge) • The ‘Natural Interest Rate’ Is Always Positive And Cannot Be Negative (Mises) • The Federal Reserve Bank 
Must Be Destroyed! (Patrick Barron) • We’re Much Worse Off Than Just Before The Last Economic Crisis (Michael Snyder) • Draghi To 
Go To Italian Committee But Not Irish Bank Inquiry (Irish

Read More... . . 
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March 22, 2015 Posted by Raúl Ilargi Meijer at 12:59 amFinanceTagged with: Distomo, Germany, Greece, loans, Nazis, reparations,
Tsipras, war10 Responses »
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Looks Like Germany May Have To Pay Up

German magazine Der Spiegel digs deep(er) into the ‘Greece question’ this weekend, and does so with a few noteworthy reports. First, 
its German paper issue has Angela Merkel on the cover, inserted on a 1940′s photograph that shows Nazi commanders against the
backdrop of the Acropolis in Athens. The headline is ‘The German Supremacy: How Europeans see (the) Germans’. The editorial staff 
has already come under a lot of fire for the cover, and I’ve seen little that could be

Read More... . . 
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March 21, 2015 Posted by Raúl Ilargi Meijer at 6:53 amFinanceTagged with: austerity, carry trade, EU, Greece, Monsanto, oil glut, 
Roundup, Ukraine, underwater, wages3 Responses »
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• Wages Haven’t Been This Crucial to US Economy in 50 Years (Bloomberg) • American Underwater Homeowners “Here To Stay” Zillow 
Says (Zero Hedge) • Here’s the Next Biggest Threat to Global Crude Oil Prices (Bloomberg) • Global Oil Glut Set To Grow As China Slows 
Crude Imports (Reuters) • Debt Is Oil Patch’s Four-Letter Word (Bloomberg) • Shocking Austerity: Greece’s Poor Lost 86% Of Income, 
Rich Only 17-20% (KTG) • Of Greeks and Germans: Re-Imagining Our Shared Future (Yanis

Read More... . . 
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March 20, 2015 Posted by Raúl Ilargi Meijer at 8:59 pmFinanceTagged with: attitude, Brussels, compassion, EU, eurozone, Greece,
Merkel, Norway, rudeness, WWII7 Responses »
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There's Brussels And Then There's Real People

Once again, a look at Greece and the Troika, because it amuses me, it angers me, and also because it warms my cockles, in an entirely 
metaphorical sort of way. The Troika members love to make it appear (and everyone swallows it whole) as if in their ‘negotiations’ with 
Greece all sorts of things are cast in stone and have no flexibility at all. Humbug. First, another great piece by Rob Parenteau (via Yves 
Smith), who lays it out in

Read More... . . 
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March 20, 2015 Posted by Raúl Ilargi Meijer at 7:29 amFinanceTagged with: arctic, Brazil, ECB, Greece, housing, oil, Ponzi, sugar, 
Ukraine2 Responses »
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• This Chart Says Euro Could Plunge Another 30% (CNBC) • Britain’s Obsession With Ownership Has Made Housing A Ponzi Scheme 
(Guardian) • Goebbelnomics – Austerian Duplicity and the Dispensing of Greece (Parenteau) • C’mon Angela, Let Them Greexit (David 
Stockman) • Athens Mayor Unveils Scheme To Support Poor With Help From Norway (Kathimerini) • Does Greece Want To Get ‘Kicked
Out’ Of The Eurozone? (CNBC) • Varoufakis Says Predecessor Took IMF Loan Agreement Home (Kathimerini) • ECB Said To

Read More... . . 
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March 19, 2015 Posted by Raúl Ilargi Meijer at 7:50 amFinanceTagged with: American Dream, austerity, bacteria, ECB, EU, Fed, Greece, 
Grexit, oil, rate hike, Ukraine5 Responses »
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• Why The American Dream Is Unraveling, In 4 Charts (MarketWatch) • Federal Reserve Ends Era Of Historically Low Interest Rates 
(Guardian) • Fed Indicates Rate Hikes Coming, But Not In April (CNBC) • Fed Opens Door For Rate Hike Even As It Downgrades Economic 
Outlook (Reuters) • Fed To Markets: No More Promises (Hilsenrath) • Bond Traders to Yellen: You’re Wrong on Oil’s Impact on 
Economy (Bloomberg) • IMF Considers Greece Its Most Unhelpful Client Ever (Bloomberg) • ECB

Read More... . . 
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March 19, 2015 Posted by Raúl Ilargi Meijer at 5:13 amFinanceTagged with: Blockupy, Draghi, ECB, Frankfurt, Greece, humanitarian, 
poor, Tsipras17 Responses »
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It's What Jesus Would Do, Right?

On the day that Mario Draghi opened the ECB’s overly opulent new €1.3 billion palatial building(s) in Frankfurt, which led to fierce and 
fiery protests with hundreds arrested, amongst others from the Blockupy movement, and the IMF for some reason found it necessary 
to tell the eurozone that Greece is its most unhelpful client ever (really? let’s see the others) and to leak that finding to the press to 
boot, the Greek parliament voted in an anti-poverty law with a

Read More... . . 
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Conclusion of America’s The Great 
Babylon

• Arguments Pro and Con that America is the Great Babylon
• All characteristics point to America being the Great Babylon
• Deep Sea Port, World Leader in Commerce, Protection from the 

Stars(Missile defense)
• Extremely Wealthy: Jeremiah 51:13… Revelation 18: 2-19 

• #29. Sensual, Materialistic lifestyle: Isaiah 47: 8; Revelation 18:14 

• #30. The Highest Living Standards: Isaiah 47:1 Revelation 18: 14 

• #31. Intoxicating high-society lifestyle as a world example to emulate: 
Revelation 17:2; Revelation 18: 3, 14, 23. 

• #32. Elegant, Sumptuous lifestyle. Revelation Implement Gods Plan. ie
evangelism, courage, no fear, faith, Bible Reading 



Conclusion of America’s The Great 
Babylon
• Obama and Pope will have their Agendas Expanded 

in September

• All American Allies joining the China investment 
Bank against our strong recommendations

• Popes one World Religion Plan becomes obvious by 
his Own statements (Matt.12:34-37 see next page)

• Gold is slowly rising with the start of hyperinflation



The Popes own words Condemn 
Him!!!
Matthew 12:34-37King James Version (KJV)

• 34 O generation of vipers, how can ye, being evil, speak good things? for 
out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh.

• 35 A good man out of the good treasure of the heart bringeth forth 
good things: and an evil man out of the evil treasure bringeth forth evil 
things.

• 36 But I say unto you, That every idle word that men shall speak, they 
shall give account thereof in the day of judgment.

• 37 For by thy words thou shalt be justified, and by thy words thou shalt 
be condemned.



The Bible explains clearly that the Popes Ideas will be 
forced on the Unsaved Public to create a One World 

Religion

• The Bible Calls Homosexuals an Obamination and 
warns they will not enter Heaven just like other 
nonrepentant sinners.

• The Pope protects Pope Benedict who stays locked in 
the Vatican if he were to step out he would be jailed as 
a protector of Pedephiles and pedephile himself. 

• The Pope says how can he Judge maybe he needs a 
copy of a non Catholic Bible King James Version. 
• 1 Kings 3:11 King James Version (KJV)11 And God said unto 

him, Because thou hast asked this thing, and hast not asked 
for thyself long life; neither hast asked riches for thyself, nor 
hast asked the life of thine enemies; but hast asked for thyself 
understanding to discern judgment



Solution “War in Texas Is 
Imminent”

• The enemies are numerous like in Jehoshaphat's 
story 2 Chron. 20
• Pray and Fast appeal to the lord for Help.
• Listen to the Lords instructions Stand and Wait on the 

Lord
• Implement Gods Plan. ie evangelism, courage, no fear, 

faith
• Watch for Jesus Return” Luke 21:36 Luke 21:36King James 

Version (KJV)
• 36 Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be 

accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall 
come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man.



Would like to thank you for taking your time

to see our study on 

America “The Great Babylon” is No April 
Fools Joke It has started. 2 Chron. 7:14

All of these studies are done because 

they have had a profound effect on my life. 

Nameofthelord777 
Ministry



Nameofthelord777 Ministry 
wants Thank you for your time…. 

May God bless us with Wisdom 
in these End Times and Peace  to 
share the Gospel with the Lost.


